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Armand at Scott Presler’s Event, May 2020

Picking up Trash

Turns out anyone can pick up trash though

He seems to have really weaseled his way in among the ranks of Sonny Sullivan and Zach Rehl, the two
chumps who still remain largely at the helm of the Philly Proud Boys. He can be seen hanging out with
them in April.
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Armand (left) with two notorious and
active Philly Proud Boys, Sonny Sul‐
livan (center) and Aaron Wolkind
(right)

He has most notably made a prominent appearance at the ongoing conflict around the Christopher
Columbus Statue in South Philly. He appeared alongside the large unruly mob of entirely white South
Philly residents who had spent days hurling slurs and hate at minorities who dared to come near them
and physically assaulting many people as police stood by. He was personally seen spitting on people,
which carries extra weight as a heinous act during the coronavirus pandemic.

Armand (left) with Aaron Wolkind (Cen‐
ter), guarding the legacy of Christopher
Columbus
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Armand seems to be cut from the cloth of right wing violence role players, though he is doing what he
can to make those fantasies seem real. In one facebook posts he dreams of a day where he can go out
and shoot Muslims. He also has their archetypal fixation on Benghazi.

My man can’t WAIT to shoot
muslims

Get over it already

And it’s no surprise that he has turned out this way, as other members of his family are involved in mili-
tant right wing movements, like his brother Alain Osgood, who attended a “March Against Sharia Law”
in Harrisburg in 2017 alongside Militia members. This Rally notably attracted a number of outright neo-
nazis including members of Vanguard America (The group responsible for murdering Heather Heyer in
Charlottesville in 2017).
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His brother, Alain Osgood, at the “March Against Sharia
Law” in Harrisburg, June 10, 2017.

His last known place of work was Charles Gratz Fire Protection Co Inc., though it is unknown if his em-
ployment has been affected by the Coronavirus Pandemic. It may be worth checking in with them just in
case, at (215) 235-5800, to let them know a violent and active member of a hate group works for them.
However, it is most likely that he works as an independent contractor currently. Any tips are
appreciated!

 

Also Armand, not sure why you think joining a hate group would help with your custody battle. Happy
Fathers’ Day, dickbag.
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